
 
 

Soul Tending 
 

 
 
 
 

Tending the Soul Through Nature 

 
According to the Gospel of Matthew, Jesus was born in Bethlehem. He lived briefly in Egypt and grew 

up in Nazareth. As an adult, Jesus went to be baptized by John, who had been preaching in Judea near the 

Jordan River. A brief review of these locations on a map indicates that Jesus was familiar with much of Galilee, 

Judea, and the surrounding territory. Why, then, did Jesus choose to settle in Capernaum? Jesus may have had 

several good reasons, none of which are known to us with any certainty. We may speculate, however, that 

Matthew gives us a clue to one possible reason: "He left Nazareth and made his home in Capernaum by the sea" 

(Matthew 4:13). The phrase "by the sea" may be one key to the attraction of Capernaum. Of course, the sea 

provided the practical advantage of facilitating transportation in the region. The fishing industry and related 

commerce may have offered additional advantages to Jesus. At the very least, the industry yielded several of his 

better-known disciples! The appeal of the sea, however, goes beyond practical concerns.  

If we were to look up the word’s sea and mountain in a Bible concordance and read all the gospel 

references, we would see that Jesus experienced each of these locations numerous times. Jesus could have 

stayed in the city—whether Capernaum or Jerusalem or elsewhere— but he chose frequently to walk by the sea, 

to be in a boat on the sea, and to climb up a mountain. In the Gospel of Mark, for example, we read: "Jesus 

departed with his disciples to the sea, and a great multitude from Galilee followed him" (3:7), and "[Jesus] went 

up the mountain and called to him those whom he wanted, and they came to him" (3:13). Likewise, we read in 

the Gospel of Matthew, "After Jesus had left [the district of Tyre and Sidon], he passed along the Sea of Galilee, 

and he went up the mountain, where he sat down" (15:29).  

Why did Jesus move to these natural settings to preach and to teach? Why, when he needed time alone, 

did he usually go to the sea or a mountain? Most of us can answer these questions based on our own experience. 

Being in a natural environment where we can breathe fresh air, see trees, and hear birds—whether just outside 

our back door or miles away from home—can heighten our senses and our awareness of the Creator. If the 

scenery is particularly dramatic and beautiful, we may be opened to an unusual sense of God's presence. So, too, 

Jesus sometimes met crowds by the sea or on a mountain to draw them closer to the Creator and to focus them 

on his message. When he needed quiet time for his own soul, frequently he escaped from the crowd to places 

where God could speak in and through nature.  

The Gospels reveal that Jesus appreciated other aspects of nature as well. Despite the traditional belief 

that his father Joseph was a carpenter, not a farmer, Jesus was unusually attentive to the surrounding agrarian 

culture. Many of his parables and teachings demonstrate that he was a careful observer of agriculture. The fact 

that he was attuned to the rhythms of the seasons and of planting and harvesting is evident in the parable of the 

Sower (Matthew 13:3-8). One can imagine that Jesus watched as birds ate the seeds on the path, as young plants 



withered in the rocky soil, and as weeds choked out other sprouting plants. In another example, a parable about 

wheat and weeds, Jesus revealed some knowledge of farming practices (Matthew 13:24-30). His listeners would 

have known about the practice of letting the weeds remain until the harvest. Jesus needed to know, too, lest any 

mistake in describing farming methods distract the people from his message about the kingdom of heaven.  

Jesus was a masterful teacher. He talked about seeds, planting, vineyards, wheat harvests, birds, flowers, 

and the color of the sky—all of which connected with the interests and experiences of his listeners. His 

awareness, knowledge, and experience of these things also connected him to God. Noticing the details of and 

changes in God's creation, after all, is a form of response to God.  

How might nature touch and tend the soul of Jesus? We can consider how nature has touched our own 

souls and imagine similar experiences in Jesus. Being surrounded by nature may draw us close to God in 

intimate and mysterious ways. Picture the ocean, for example. The power of the ocean may speak to us of the 

power of God. A beach littered with shells, all different, may remind us of the infinite diversity of God's 

creation. A snowy egret, delicate and quiet at the edge of a marsh, may alert us to the still, small voice of God. 

A baby loggerhead turtle may cause us to smile with delight and to reflect on the struggle and the hope of life in 

God's world. Similar soul experiences can be found on a mountain, in a flower garden, in a storm, or in a 

vineyard. By the sea, on the sea, up a mountain, and in fields and gardens, Jesus spent time with God's moving 

and powerful creations. As he carefully observed nature, he tended his own soul. His example is an invitation 

for us to do the same. 

How can we tend our Souls through nature and why is it helpful. Let’s begin with recent studies that 

point to the benefits and practicalities. In a study of 20,000 people, a team led by Mathew White of the 

European Centre for Environment & Human Health at the University of Exeter, found that people who spent 

two hours a week in green spaces — local parks or other natural environments, either all at once or spaced over 

several visits — were substantially more likely to report good health and psychological well-being than those 

who don’t. One of the most intriguing areas of current research is the impact of nature on general wellbeing. In 

one study in Mind, 95% of those interviewed said their mood improved after spending time outside, changing 

from depressed, stressed, and anxious to more calm and balanced. 

According to a series of field studies conducted by Kuo and Coley at the Human-Environment Research 

Lab, time spent in nature connects us to each other and the larger world. Another study at the University of 

Illinois suggests that residents in Chicago public housing who had trees and green space around their building 

reported knowing more people, having stronger feelings of unity with neighbors, being more concerned 

with helping and supporting each other, and having stronger feelings of belonging than tenants in buildings 

without trees. In addition to this greater sense of community, they had a reduced risk of street crime, lower 

levels of violence and aggression between domestic partners, and a better capacity to cope with life’s demands, 

especially the stresses of living in poverty. 

This experience of connection may be explained by studies that used fMRI to measure brain 

activity.  When participants viewed nature scenes, the parts of the brain associated with empathy and love lit up, 

but when they viewed urban scenes, the parts of the brain associated with fear and anxiety were activated. It 

appears as though nature inspires feelings that connect us to each other and our environment. 

 

How to Start:  

It’s best to be outdoors in moderate weather, so that adverse weather does not introduce stress or fatigue. 

Dress in loose-fitting clothing and in layers. Wear comfortable and sturdy shoes that match the terrain you’ll be 

visiting. Check the weather forecast before you go and be prepared for rain, heat or bugs as necessary. Bring a 

small pack with space for carrying extra clothing, snacks and water. Sunscreen, a hat and sunglasses are always 

recommended when spending time outdoors. 

 

Where to Go: 

The denser the forest, the greater the benefits, but any natural area or park with trees will suffice. Look 

for a quiet atmosphere, beautiful scenery, mild weather, fresh air and a forest with a good smell. Find a forest, 

park or nature preserve with wide, flat and gentle walking paths. Or, find trees in an urban park where you can 

sit and enjoy the environment. The key is to find a place where you can experience a natural outdoor setting, 

which may be different for everyone. Look for a place where you will be comfortable and relaxed. 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/explore-healing-practices/social-support


 

 

Look, See Know 
 

Leave the Electronics Behind 

Minimize distractions and let yourself fully immerse in the forest environment. Turn off any electronic devices 

and stow them away in your pocket or pack. 

 

Engage Your Senses 

Listen to the sounds of the forest. Look at the scenery surrounding you. Take slow deep breaths and smell the 

fragrance of the forest air. Touch the trees, feel the leaves and soil. 

 

Walk Slowly and Stop Often 

Take your time and look around as you stroll along on a forest path. Engage your senses and observe your 

surroundings.  Stop every once in a while and sit or look up and all around. Be still. “Be still and Know that I 

am God.”  

 

Questions for Reflection and Discussion 

 

1.) Visualize your favorite place of natural beauty, perhaps a vacation spot. What about this 

place touches you or makes you smile with delight or helps you feel close to God?  

2.) How often do you spend time in this place – or other places of natural beauty? 

3.) How are these times part of following Jesus?  

 


